Great Ormond Street Hospital Sight and
Sound Centre
Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children
NHS Foundation Trust
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Project Overview

knowing that the more joyous elements of
the building could benefit the occupants.

Location: Holborn, London
Scope: Alteration, extension and
refurbishment of a Listed Building

The Sight and Sound Centre, once the

The highest standards appropriate to

Italian Hospital, wasn’t the predetermined

healthcare environments are met while

use of this listed building. Rather,

being less overtly medical than an acute

benefits were clarified and opportunities

hospital, being more familiar and less

categorised on a sliding scale starting with

‘other’ among everyday places. Bespoke

Floor area (GIA): 3,432 sq m

clinical attributes. With rising complexity

artwork has been created with patient

Completion date: 2021

in clinical activity it is common for the

engagement and the involvement of staff

dependence of patients to increase and

through an arts group. Refurbishing retains

thereby the engineering and fire safety

materials, forms and attributes that would

demands placed upon the building.

not be repeated in new healthcare buildings

Illustrating the relationship between

and those quirks contribute an experience

clinical purpose and the scope of building

demonstrably richer and more eclectic and

works (and the relative level of engineering

is, in the context of this use and location,

infrastructure) helps to identify what

arguably better than would be achieved

use best fits. For our project, avoiding a

through building new. Combined with

mismatch between purpose and building

specially commissioned artworks and art

at the outset allowed the focus to be upon

installations makes for an engaging place

how to make best use of what we had,

focussed upon people.

1 - Reception & waiting /Dave Parker Photography

Brief: Specialist paediatric
outpatient unit

Architect: Sonnemann Toon Architects LLP
Structural Engineer: Fairhurst
M&E Engineer: K.J.Tait
QS: Mesh Construction Consultancy
Landscape: ME Landscape Studio
Health Planner: Great Ormond Street
Hospital for Children NHS Foundation Trust
Art Commissioner: GOSH Arts
Heritage Consultant: The Heritage Practice
Town Planning Consultant: Forward
Planning and Development
Fire Engineer: Alfor Fire Safety Services Ltd
Main Contractor: Kier

Client Intelligence
The human context for this project is that
40% of patients are under 4 years of age
and 50% are never inpatients. Many return
over years, some throughout their entire
childhood. Family and carers often have
similar challenges to the patients themselves.
The Centre co-locates Audiology, Cochlear
Implants and Ophthalmology, as well as
Ear, Nose & Throat and Speech & Language
Therapy Services. Those with sight and
hearing impairment represent the largest
group. Sensory loss results in unique needs.
These considerations represent the initial
baseline intelligence to which more nuanced
and specific information was then added.
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Producing a Brief

Enabling Good Design

Integrating Art

Workshops with children and their families,

GOSH grasped a unique opportunity to take

Led by GOSH Arts, the arts strategy delivers

carers and members of the healthcare teams

their outpatient service away from the main

site responsive commissions to create

helped define what ‘hospital’ means to them

hospital and design a healthcare facility

welcoming, joyful and inspiring experiences.

and what this project should deliver. The

tailored to the specific needs of the patient

A consultation group shaped the programme

access to gardens, the entrance sequence

cohort. Acute hospitals have a certain

selecting artists and informing the design

and distribution of waiting spaces with

format, noise and smell, and for people

as well as acting as ambassadors for the

access into and / or views over gardens, the

who visit them on a regular basis, they can

project. Artists, Lubna Chowdhary and Oliver

use of colour, and the primary concept of the

start to build up an unwelcome association.

Beer, have created multisensory interactive

‘Big House’ are result from consultations.

Children and families feeling comfortable

artworks for children with sight and hearing

The proximity and saturation of colours,

in the building was of top priority and they

challenges. Children and young people created

wayfinding artwork, light levels and avoidance

were heavily involved in the building’s

designs for optical instruments and tools for

of glare, acoustic environments to reduce

design. Workshops helped the project

the future. The final artworks were inspired

reverberation, seating arrangements to assist

create an appropriate, welcoming and fully

by these workshops and include some of

communication (lip reading) and the facility

accessible environment that is easy to

the designs the children created. Integrated

and the smell of a hospital were all important

navigate. The listed building itself was an

art and design elements punctuate spaces

discussions that shaped the outcome.

enabler in respect of achieving good design

throughout, creating landmarks within the Big

for the intended occupants, embracing its

House along with complimentary way finding

quirks and enjoying its ‘personality’.

pieces by Art in Site.

“

This place, this new
beginning it holds
a promise. A way of
working, so we’re
connected to one another.
Here is our progress and
so much more now we
will discover.
Mr Robert Henderson BSc
MBBS MD FRCOphth,
Consultant Paediatric
Ophthalmologist &
Vitreoretinal Surgeon
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Client / Patient Perspectives
A significant perspective garnered from
workshops was the view that said, ‘We’re
not ill, we just need some help, and at the
moment we have to come to a hospital
full of children who are really unwell. It
would be great if we were coming to a big
house and it was homely’. Consultation
has shaped the scheme fundamentally.
The more the team worked alongside the
patients, the more it was realised how
important their choices were. Everything
from the colours of the walls to the
positioning of signs was deliberated.
Colour has been used to identify each
floor. Sufficient contrast between colours
is important as there are children (and
their family members) who don’t see
colour and thinking about what their

experience of the building would be like

From these spaces the gardens can been

was crucial. There is much less signage

seen and/or reached. Sounds of plants

than is common because multiple signs

moving in the breeze, those that have

can become confusing, rather than helpful.

scent, encouragement to insects and birds

Instead of having small signs at high levels,

are all in the mix of the garden planning

such things as room numbers are at low

following the workshops. Paris said, ‘My

level on the door kick plates using big

favourite sound is probably the birds in the

blocks of text with contrasting colours.

morning. So, I’m really looking forward to

Waiting space in the big house uses fixed

the garden!’. We say, ‘it’s good to be part of

banquet seating, chairs and seating cubes.

a project that seeks to enable someone to

This is a deliberate mix to anticipate the

look forward to a trip to their hospital’.

varying group sizes attending the clinics
and to allow flexibility in use and enable
face to face sitting. It’s much more like
a living room and reinstating a fireplace
reinforces the association with more
domestic spaces to be less intimidating.

Three garden
spaces at
different levels,
with the focus on a
sensory garden

8000+
patients per year

Construction cost: £17.8m
Procurement Route: P22
Sustainability: BREEAM
Refurbishment & Fit Out: Very
Good
Status: Complete
Completion date: 2021
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Great Ormond Street Hospital Sight and
Sound Centre
Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children
NHS Foundation Trust
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“

Patient feedback has been
crucial throughout the
design process and at times
it has caused the project
team to scrap an idea and
start again
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2 - Adaptation & retrofit of a building/Dave Parker Photography
3 - Glazed extension seating area/Dave Parker Photography
4 - Courtyard infill to create landscaped garden/Dave Parker Photography
5 - Circulation/Dave Parker Photography
6 - Wayfinding - colour coded levels/Dave Parker Photography

